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*Over the weekend #operationstupidity (RV for those unfamiliar) was attempted again, 

only with a new guy attempting to pull it off, Jesper Ellermann, he of Kingdom of Manna 

fame, a group that was once a part of going forward with MWHT, sadly he chose to go 

the other way and Kim and team removed him last October when the evidence against 

him mounted up, now according to KOM team they say the opposite happened and they 

fired Kim, and yet never bothered to inform me of their news for 4 months, odd behavior 

that, or the fact that for 18 months and despite promoting him and KOM, actually the 

only show promoting him or KOM, he Jesper never bothered to speak to me once, again I 

find that telling, so despite stating they fired Kim last year, please explain why the world 

watched Kim enter working codes, if she was fired? To accomplish their goals of 

carrying out the RV, they yet again hacked all through the night at the Quantum System 

housing the Trust funds, ya see they don't have any funds of their own and resort to what 

they have always done best - thievery. At which point do people who follow this type of 

behavior, see it for what it is? a continuation of old paradigm, and if you are involved in 

promoting or wanting RV's to go ahead, you are complicit in continuing the slavery 

program. RV was never for and by the people, but same rogue elements who have ran 

this planet for their own ends. So another failure but this then unleashed the trolls, shills 

and false believers from KOM, one of which who worked in a Steiner school and is 

friends with a Rockefeller oh my, and also entities known from the Tolec shows as Mr. M 

Matthew Schlueter who thinks he is Jesus's brother and Ms. M who was part of the 

Manna team and also part of the UPU show, she is reincarnation of Mary magdelene 

from her accounts, so why are they involved? for the very reason she was dropped from 

the team not long after the UPU show, because her partner is involved with the chinese 

elders and Rothschilds rogues, and is pushing the RV. I mean since when has the 

Rothschilds or Chinese Elders for that matter ever done anything for humanity, answers 

on a postage stamp for that. Remember it was the chinese elders who gave Rothschilds 

family $20M in 1520 to kick start their empire. But Jesper who is working directly on 

behalf of The Rothschilds, and so is knowingly or not along with his team Kingdom of 

Manna including Tzu Xander and Haydn Ellis who have appeared on AEWT shows, who 

sadly have gone along with the man with more titles than pete Sampras. I do hope the 

latter people see through Mr. Ellerman. Jesper Ellerman changed his name first to King 

Julius, all very Roman Empire that Jesper, but then went one step further and changed his 

name to 2 angels archon or otherwise, Michael and Uriel, I mean what type of nonsense 

is that, and what is that actually doing for the benefit of the people, more hierarchy is not 

what we need on this planet, it's old paradigm, surely that should have raised concerns 

within his own ranks, it did for me. Perhaps they also need to find out what the Papua 

New Guinea government and officials think of Jesper and his plans for Manus Island, lets 

just say it wont be complimentary or provide any validity to what he has planned, no 

contracts, no signatures - nothing. Don't believe me? fine, then go and check for yourself. 
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Jesper is now the head of the RV program after promising his team, the rothschilds and rv 

crew he had the codes to the trust, except as proven over the weekend and into Monday, 

he didnt, ya see the issue with the codes is anyone can say they have the codes, I actually 

have the codes for the trust, but can I use them, no, so they resorted to hacking again, 

which subsequently failed again, only this time the system fired back and fried all their 

servers. Of course this left a number of people in awkward and angry mode, then like 

magic they appeared the following day, and cue the people from down under bombing 

our page and trying to discredit the trustee, after no doubt Jesper telling them a bs story 

that it was Kim who prevented their promised funding programs, utter delusional, I wont 

name them but you know who they are, message to them ask Jesper where his codes are 

again? as like the chinese elders, roths, pindars before him they may have codes, but they 

dont have any working codes, as proven this week. I have sat on this information for a 

while and chose not to out it, as it is non productive, and out of respect for Tzu and 

Haydn, but unfortunately there are people within our group, more intent on find drama 

and division, digging here and chatting there than providing solutions to go forward. 

 

The key for me is this, Kim came to me in february 2016 offering to help, she provided a 

plethora of information, some of which very few people have ever seen. Was I skeptical 

at first absolutely, but I made it clear from the off I would not be sidetracked by promises 

of this and that, collectively or personally, my only interest is steered towards the benefit 

of all and saving this planet, and so on we continued. There were a few times when the 

foundation was on the brink of being launched and was blocked, which did raise doubts 

of those around me and I got that, is this another one of the nesaras, gcr or heaven forbid 

another RV program, that comes in in a blaze of noise and then fizzles out after a plethora 

of 2 weeks notices, but I asked the right questions and more importantly received the 

answers back, that were based in facts and not just fobbed off. Over time the foundation 

to me is not the be all and end all the initial contact and offer to fund it, became, why? 

because we both have a desire to clean up this planet and get rid of the total vermin that 

slithers amongst us, so the initial contact between Kim and I has taken on a new course, 

of co-operation on a number of points and a trust has been built up, which trust me in this 

game is not an easy thing to do or accept. We have had people within her original team 

jump ship to Rothschilds, because they fell to the instant short term gain trick of 

seducement, far too many fall for that trick. Then came in the details of Jesper and KOM 

and I was a bit skeptical of him after looking into his background, and did ask certain 

questions about him and was given satisfactory answers in return at the time. So on it 

rolled and things were going to plan, but I began privately to be rather curious as to why I 

had had no contact with Jesper, I thought it odd at the time, given we were the only outlet 

supporting KOM and Jesper. Then I was introduced to 2 of his people who I both think 

highly of and still do, and they told me of an arranged meeting of all the team and a 3 

hour Q & A session with Jesper personally, which again I thought was odd that I wasnt 

included in it, anyway Tzu said he had recorded it and would send recording over, only to 
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then change his mind after consultation presumably with Jesper. Which I then asked Tzu 

why would that be the case I thought this was a team effort and yet somehow I'm being 

left out, what is going on? so I was then suggested they will be doing documentaries with 

me in it and Jesper will arrange a show for you, neither materialized and I wasn't 

expecting them too, intuition is a funny thing, it helps so much and yet few of us take that 

offer of support. The key to all of this and can be settled very easily by those involved, 

that can spare all the hassle and save people falling out and making allegations and 

assumptions. So here is the challenge, Monday May 4th Jesper and Kim with observers 

on both sides can sit at the terminals and use their codes for all to see, then we will really 

find out who is who and who is not, so to KOM and Jesper team lets get it on this coming 

Monday May 4th and then we can end this nonsense and go forward with clarity and 

solutions, and not in current mode diversions and distractions. 

 

*Files, pictures, evidence and documents of major criminality involving financial fraud 

and other crimes where sent to all major American, UK and Russia media outlets for 

them to cover, as of yet none have replied, if they are listening and I imagine many will 

be listening to this particular show, the fact you all now have real news and evidence as 

such hands of the responsibility of it onto your shoulders, should you all collectively fail 

to deliver that information to the public, you are then liable and party to the same 

criminal actions and the consequences. So to be clear if Mr X has committed treason and 

you have the proof of such and ignore it, you are complicit in treason as well. 

 

*Last night from between 12.01 and 12.46am EST the whole financial system was shut 

down, this then allowed Kim and team full access to what had been going on and then 

find the evidence of criminality within the system and who perpetrated it. Various names 

familiar and not had their accounts frozen and criminal funds seized and removed to other 

accounts in ready for returning to the rightful owners of the funds. Whilst that was 

ongoing the system was completely overhauled and cleared of any backdoors, rogue 

software, all flags in the system on persons or groups (this plays into the targeted 

individuals theme, anyway all were removed from the system, rogue data storage also 

removed from the system as well. The Trust account which was off ledger due to being 

blocked, was then transferred and installed into the system as on ledger and subsequently 

live. Whilst ongoing the 5 eyes system known as Echelon was completely frozen. 

 

*the next part of the operation involved no flagging of any person or group connected 

with the accounts that will be deposited from the trust into the project funds accounts, this 

will prevent fake FBI turning up at banks with fake badges issued by rogue agencies to 

attempt to block or cause issues with people connected to the accounts. An official 

warrant will be required with 2 types of ID of the individual acquiring the warrant, which 

then logs them as accountable if the warrant is based on rogue evidence or nefarious 
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reasons, there will be no fake FBI calling in favors from DHS anymore to issue fake 

warrants. 

 

*Attempts were made by the clowns and their legion of hackers to break in and steal a 

few test accounts set up and delivered by the trust this week, they tried to rename the 

accounts and steal them, they then tried to leverage the accounts to Hong Kong, this 

previously had no effects or consequences of actions, that has now changed as the system 

recognizes the person attempting to raid the accounts and what happens next will please 

everyone bar them, the system accesses their own personal accounts and shuts it down - 

oops Any further intrusions by the puppets of these clowns will face the same 

consequences, so go ahead and make our day punks, but no the consequences, it wont be 

your paymaster losing their accounts - you will, so please quit that stupidty you are 

involved in and step down or better still come and help us instead, we have a real plan for 

all. The same applies to any deciding to block our accounts being accessed, will 

subsequently have their own accounts blocked and unable to access - again oops. 

 

* NATO head has been sending 75 to 78% of what is being collected from Allied Nations 

is being sent to Rothschild, all funds that were able to be recovered have been returned to 

the respective nations, criminal files have been sent to all nations involved.  

 

*Also Rothschilds were found to be funnelling funds out of the UN also, the UN has a 

new temporary President and she doesnt take lightly or kindly to those actions and has 

returned the $50B membership fees to each country involved in the UN, under the 

original charter of the UN there was no membership fees for being a particpant in the 

UN, so basically these fees were just another slush fund for Rothschilds et al, also 

refunded to the countries some of the recovered funds of their contributions made to the 

UN also 

 

*A word about the codes for the new system, like I said earlier I have the codes having 

seen the documents, Tank also has the codes for an experiment done in January, but can 

we use them codes now? NO, many have the codes but only one validates it, all codes 

have a timespan of them, a date span on them and a transaction reason on me, once those 

dates, times and transactions have passed those codes are useless, ya see it is not only 

them who is clever. So, this is where all the RV people have been duped, Chinese elders 

along with a plethora of other alt media personalities saying they have the codes now and 

it is all going to happen, what they are useless numbers, that only work from direct 

contact and approval from the trust. So Jesper who did have codes to the system when he 

was part of the team, until his deception was fully revealed, and his working codes 

became null and void back in the autumn last year, he also boasted he could hack into the 

system, that didnt work either. 
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*So, what did all this bring about, well, now the trust account has gone from off ledger to 

on ledger, it means the trust funds for the projects and humanitarian programs can now go 

ahead. A number of test funds into certain accounts has now been made, and they are 

readying everything now for full delivery and transfer of the funds, and all being well we 

the people will be ready to roll. 

 

*Courtesy of Leo Zagami who sent me a friend request at the weekend. The Illuminati is 

not a secret society, it is an open society that advocate for peace, companionship and 

bringing the society together irrespective of their colour, creed, race and class. Members 

of illuminati also receive immortality. The Illuminati Brotherhood was founded under the 

principles of love, peace, justice, unity and relief. The Illuminati brings together 

individuals of good will irrespective of their differences and ensure that, these good men 

become better people in the society. Immediately after the final initiation, new members 

are always given a financial benefit equivalent to $200,000USD, a brand new car, a 

residence in any country of their choice, appointment with four top celebrities of their 

choice, VIP treats in all international airports, and a monthly salary of $1000000USD to 

reorganize their Lives in order to fit the class and status of the club members who help 

them achieve all what they ever wanted in their life. Other monetary rewards are 

communicated immediately after the Initiation stage. Inbox The Grandmaster for your 

online initiation, seems like the catholic church their ranks are leaving in droves and have 

now decided to advertise for recruitment back, only this group offers seducement in it's 

lowest denomination form, lets look at their principles, since when has money brought 

love, peace or unity? the 2 categories left justice and relief, justice is not real justice if 

money and secret societies use it to counteract and overcome real justice, relief, its bring 

relief only to the select few, so again how is that justice? it is certainly not loving is it.  

 

*So Ann, the aids patient and their hideous offspring Chelsea, want people to attend a 

$100K gathering to promote all things Clinton Foundation, $100K to sit and fawn over 

them and their depravity, are people that stupid? or just maybe the Clintons are short of 

money again, and no Bush family funds to bail them out this time. oops. 

 

*Duality and the problems it creates, it appears when early man was in Lemuria, which 

contrary to popular belief was in Russia, and likely the area almost completely wiped 

from the map and history known as tartaria, and not in the Pacific as often mentioned, 

that is the land of MU not Lemuria. Those people didnt have 2 hemispheres of the brain 

only one, now whether it was a part of a grand experiment or not, time will tell, but I 

don't think it has helped this version of humanity too much. So much in life is about 

choosing one over the other, race, country, color, sexuality, politics and then you have the 

internal battle of left and right brain, well I'm left brain so I have this quality or that 

quality you often hear and vice versa for those of right brain thinking, and we all get 

immersed in it, in what is essentially a battle of the self, why would we want to battle 
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ourselves? and instead progress ourselves. The battle of the self is a key component of 

world freedom imo, yes you can point with valid reasons to the role of the cabal, 

politicians, bankers and even ET's as interfering, and yes they have, but only to a large 

degree if we allow them to, and therein lies the problem, we have allowed them to run 

our lives far too much, we have too easily imo given over our own responsibility to 

others, to those with a heavy penchant of taking advantage of us. One could argue, well if 

they keep giving their energy away and refuse to learn the real truth, why shouldnt we 

take it, all very Cassandra thinking I think you would agree, but it shouldn't negate our 

own responsibility on these matters either. So what is the solution, simple in essence and 

what I have tried to do with these shows, is get us to think and act different, get centered 

and be balanced, that is the gist of it. So duality is left or right brain, and so they like an 

election only offer up those choices, and many just go along with those choices, but there 

is a 3rd choice and that comes down to you, not them, and so ultimately you have your 

own choice and subsequent freedom. Unlike the election of choose neither, in this aspect 

you choose both, so left and right merge into the center and become one, the triality 

which is the pineal gland region, the center, the balance, the fulcrum of human potential, 

use and choose wisely, and exercise your own free will, and not absorb just what they 

offer, is the key to humanity progressing forward as a species. 

 

*Something to ponder on but not necessarily hold on tightly too until more definitive 

proof is garnered and clarified. Courtesy of Kim, her team and this show we have outed a 

whole heap of crimes by known entities around the world, including many current and 

former leaders, all of them have been exposed and their fulcrum files released and shown 

all around the world to the relevant authorities. Now what if, all the leaders called into the 

WH, think of who has visited recently, plus Zuckerberg and Bill Gates, and told they are 

about to be brought down and exposed but first you will help us carry out tasks, designed 

to clean up the swamp and mercenary style armies, of which there is many, perhaps those 

who refused where susbsequently whisked into court and have been charged under the 

banner of fraud and corruption? time will tell on that. So, suddenly Nuttyasshole decides 

to help in Syria and Iran, could that be for his and zionist gain? yes absolutely and why i 

said dont hold onto to it too tightly at this point. America is perceived to have attacked 

Syria, and yet Russia never responded, is Putin in on it? Assad kept quiet and never 

responded either, little to no murmurings anywhere, which in itself is rather odd. So, we 

know there was a research facility doing bad human experiments and trafficking and 

another involved in nuclear research, that was bombed, but was not bombed with 

warheads, they were duds I hear, then we hear Iran is next and fears increase, but then we 

get to hear about the rogue nuclear deal Obama and his gang of mercenary armies known 

as Muslim Brotherhood, they are nothing to do with being Muslim and everything to do 

with causing chaos for financial compensation. Where large cash funds were delivered 

directly to the source, yes you Obama, since when as government ever done that, and 

why wasn't it investigated? So yet again the American people pay for something they get 
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no gains from. Iran and Syria it appears we are not being told the full story of, and just 

maybe other leaders are helping drain the swamp before ultimately facing their own 

consequences of actions. Of course it could well all be a ruse and the caliphate program 

just rolls on, time will tell. 

 

*So Kanye West has lost 10M followers for siding with Trump it seems, 2 things comes 

of this is 1. since when have people only followed people based on politics? it vacuous in 

its extreme forms, the rivalry of political parties in this country I find both disgusting and 

utter stupidity in equal measure, the day the masses see through that illusion will be the 

peoples day of freedom, all of them are self serving pratts, devoid of compassion, morals 

and integrity until they prove to us in real terms otherwise and 2. the thin line of being a 

personality which can be built up to a gigantic proportions not based on talent or 

otherwise, but on marketing ploys and scheming, a certain branding implement by the 

likes of Tavistock and CFR, but one stroke of a pen or one missed place word, action or 

deed can take away all your so called fame, and lead to an idiotic public devoid of their 

own sense of self, turning against you and stripping it all away, its all very shallow and 

an example to the rest of the so called stars of our world, how easily your so called higher 

status, can be removed. Time for the other people in Kanye's circle of false stardom to 

step down and step forward, your all pawns in their game. Stepping out and forward and 

joining us will gain you far more than bogus awards, that are all designed to keep you 

looking important, with it's wealth, fame and trappings, and regain something far more 

valuable truth, honor and integrity. Blacks are mentally imprisoned 

 

*Last week in a piece I highlighted as part of an ongoing problem that ties in Parkland 

shooting and also Hitlery and Pizzagate issues by mentioning Broward County, Florida as 

something to pay attention to, this coming after one cop died suddenly with no health 

issues at aged 42, was it a coincidence that that cop was talking out of official line. Well 

now 2 other cops also have died in Broward County in their sleep, the other of cardiac 

arrest. Hazardous profession when real criminals are in the spotlight it seems. There was 

2 cops in Florida killed in line of duty and every time I turn on local news there appears 

to be some sort of ceremony for those 2 cops, at least 4 I can remember, and yet 3 cops in 

1 county dying in somewhat mysterious circumstances, renders no news, perhaps those 

cops only died in our world, and not on the portal people world. 

 

 *** This particular hospital has previous stains on their operations also, it was reported 

in January 2001 that Alder Hey Hospital were retaining hearts and organs of babies. The 

organs were stripped without permission from babies who died at the hospital between 

1988-1996. Hospital staff also kept and stored 400 foetuses collected from hospital 

around the north west of England. Here is some of the stuff revealed back then. 1. Bristol 

hospital 1998 found out they were keeping baby hearts after surgery. 2. Alder Hey 

scandal emerged accidentally when heart specialist Professor Robert Anderson revealed 
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at a separate official inquiry into heart surgery at Bristol that a store of children's hearts 

was kept at Alder Hey. 3. September - Birmingham Diana Princess of Wales Children's 

Hospital and Aldery Hey liverpool found to be harvesting organs and tissues from babies 

that died at hospitals 4. Hospitals involved (September) found to have given Thymus 

glands that were removed during heart surgery from live children to a pharmaceutical 

company for research. 5. They then received cash donations from the company involved. 

6. Organ harvesting at Alder Hey had been such an established practice that even parents 

whose children had died decades ago found that organs had been removed before the 

bodies were released to the families. even when the hospital told parents that organs were 

missing from the bodies of their dead children that some parents were still not given the 

whole truth. 7. In some cases parent had organs returned to them for burial only to face 

the agony of another funeral just months later when another organ or piece of tissue was 

returned. 

 

***In a week where there were numerous displays of a vacuous British public, 

celebrating the life of another royal child designed to drain more of the funds away and 

out of the people, The state, the govt and a hospital combined to take the life of a 

commoner child. Alfie Evans, who was born in May 2016, who was born a healthy child 

until he had vaccines, at which he started suffering seizures, he was first admitted to the 

hospital the following December after, and had been a patient ever since. The child then 

underwent large quantities of sedative and experimental drugs, also found on him where 

various mysterious puncture marks and evidence of invasive procedures, which the 

parents reported. This then lead to the parents being stripped as legal guardian rights of 

the child by a court, notice it says guardian rights not parental rights, it is the key to all of 

this. The court then orders the what was essentially the execution of the child via lethal 

injection using fentanyl. His parents, who live in Bootle, the couple heavily criticised 

medical staff, with Mr Evans suggesting his son was a "prisoner" at the hospital and had 

been misdiagnosed, and wanted to fly the toddler to an Italian hospital who offered 

treatment, and an emergency medical helicopter to fly him to Italy free of charge was laid 

on, but the police, courts and hospital blocked it, the sight of a row of cops blocking the 

entrance of the hospital to stop the parents removing their child, should live long in the 

memory for those who witnessed it. Alder Hey Hospital said scans showed "catastrophic 

degradation of his brain tissue" and that further treatment was not only "futile" but also 

"unkind and inhumane". The hospital then withholds food, water, oxygen and drugs from 

the child and he died last Saturday morning. The Italian and other hospitals offers were 

rejected by the doctors, who said continuing treatment was "not in Alfie's best interests", 

but where they acting in Alfie's interest or the state? Once he turned 2, which is this 

month, the vaccine injury which kept him on life support would have been claimable, and 

the British government would have to pay for lifelong care and social support. Is this 

really why they turned off his life support, and denied him food and water, and then 

detained him by force in the hospital, until death. This was murder by the state. 
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*This case has been a hot topic of debate in the UK, and shows further examples of how 

the system of control works against us and why it is essential that everybody takes an 

interest in it, it cannot be tolerated anymore just because it is not happening to your child, 

the reality is it is the system of birth certificates and who controls them, means it affects 

every single child on the planet. Because the vast majority of people are unaware of what 

happens when you register a child, you are signing it over for control to the state, you are 

responsible only when they dont interact or better worded interfere with your child's life. 

So where do they interact? schools, hospitals and doctors (remember me mentioning 

recently of the 8 institutions that work against us, there is 3 right there) schools dictate 

what they think for your child not you, hospitals, doctors and nurses are modern day gods 

deciding who lives and who doesnt depending on whether the recipient family has 

money, or they are a targetted family, and if you don't believe in certain families and 

children being targetted, you have no idea how far that program goes. We all hear often 

well the doctor knows best, says who? is there any proof they know better, we often get 

asked for proof and yet so many in society accept statements like that and just go along 

with it, same applies with teacher knows best, really? based on what? where is the 

evidence to support those statements? when you look at it and really analyse it, it has no 

basis of proof or evidence, none whatsoever, and this is why people have to relearn the 

ability to question everything. Doctors trained for 7 years and not a single minute spent 

on cures, look at the word doctor or doctoring, doctoring means to interfere with or 

falsifying evidence, real definition of a doctor? a glorified and systematic pill pushers, 

question for the doctors did you train for 7 years plus to become a drug pusher, because 

there are some on the streets who never trained for 7 seconds making similar money 

pushing different types of drugs. There is a pill that cures Hepatitis C that costs a nickel 

to make, is sold in India for $900 which is scandalous enough, but America pill pushers 

sell it for $84K, in an age of minimum wages who affords that cost? answer no one - and 

yet we trust these people with our lives, let's get real here, we owe it to ourselves. 

Dentists telling us fluoride is good for us, these people are hazmat sellers, i'm sorry 

fluoride is a genocide slow poison agenda, so I wouldn't be trusting them either. Teachers 

oh dear America is in its 3rd generation now of teaching stupidity courtesy of Ford group 

and Carnegie, so now we are well into the program of teachers who were taught stupidity 

themselves, then teaching it to next generation and so on, Doctors and Teachers per se are 

not the problem, it is the system that created them, but what I do have an issue with is 

how, so few cannot see through the obvious bs'ery and point blank refuse to look at 

issues, others with an outside view can see. They fiercely defend their professions and 

status, but look at the evidence, I dont need to I am the doctor or I am the teacher, yeah 

right and that gives you authority on the truth does it? in whose world and when did that 

ruling come in to play? The term they know what is best whether referring to doctors, 

nurses, hospitals, teachers, politicians, military, judges or lawyers and heaven forbid 

social workers my disdain for them half wits goes deep, saying they know best is NOT 
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based on fact, facts dont support that statement, as it is all based on dissolving your own 

personal responsibility, pure and simple, and yet so many scream they want freedom, 

how can you have freedom when you keep handing over responsibility of your own lives, 

to others who know little of how real life should be, the very people who only know and 

accept the program. That program is and has been destructive for our development of the 

species. This case of the state deciding and telling you, they own all of your children until 

18 should outrage everyone, not just the activist few, you have a child or grandchild it is 

important to you, in essence the most important issue. Life and progression of a species is 

all about producing and developing offspring, our role as humans and parents is to guide 

them to be better than our generation, it is how species progress. What we have instead is 

disturbing when done in an overview point of view, so listen closely. We have a system 

that from birth steals your child's trust fund, tricks you into registering them over too the 

state, injects 10-30 poisons via vaccines into them before they get to school, school then 

poisons their minds with endless drivel, spitting out propaganda, distorting truth and 

denying the child whose informative and most important years of development for soul 

growth ages 0-7 a chance to go forward. High school brings higher levels of 

indoctrination, stifling creativity, stifling critical thinking and producing in real terms bio 

bots who only follow orders. Then they decide to roll them into the adult world, using 

terms like you will not get on in life unless you go to college and or university and we 

will show you how to become a proper adult, and how do they do that? by then 

immersing you in a lifetime of debt called a student loan, you cant pay off student loans 

working in McDonalds or some other minimal pay per hour, you can barely live on that, 

never mind pay loans off, then they go into real adult world where they are stuck with 

helicopter parents because they cant afford homes or rents, they meet a partner and have a 

child to repeat the cycle all over again, except state has another hammer waiting for you 

upon delivery, a $20K fee for delivering your child, a $20K fee for bring a progression of 

our species into the world. I mean wells the fargo is that all about, it is utterly ridiculous 

and it is something every American should be ashamed of their role in it, just how and 

why did so many buy into that program, its beyond stupidity? How and why have we so 

readily and easily accepted those life choices for our children, how and why are so many 

still propagating it, it is beyond criminal on their part for setting it all up that way, but bad 

lord, how stupid have we been accepting it. Question remains what are we and I mean all 

of we, not just this group going to do about it, the next piece may well be a course of 

actions we can all do, is it comfortable, nope, but we cannot absorb all of the 

responsibility each and everyone listening to this show he absorbed, whilst others go 

about their lives like all is well, it's freaking not. Some may respond to this piece and say 

Thomas but who can we trust, you have just trashed every institution, good question, but 

answer is YOU, but perhaps put a little of trust in me as well, but ultimately it is about 

YOU.  

 

 


